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Abstract 

In most distributed multiprocessor systems, jobs are executed locally at a processor; little 

sharing of computational resources Is provided. In such systems it Is possible forsome processors to 

be heavily loaded while others are lightly loaded, this degrades the system performance. 

Dynamic load balancing algorlthms check the system state, and redistribute the load among the 

processors In such a way that ditterences in processor load are diminished. An Important part of load 

balancing is process migration. Process migration establlshes the relecation of an executing process 

from a souree processor to a destination processor. Many simulatlons of dynamic load balancing 

strategies are described in the literature. However, only a few implementations of dynamic load balancing 

and process migration In a real system can be found. 

A process migration facility has been Implemenled successfully In the MPS030 multlprocessor 

system. This process migration facllity provides a base tor doing research on dynamic load balancing 

algorithms in a real multiprocessor system. 
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Chapter 1. Introduetion 

One goal of distributed systems is to facilitate resource sharing. Most distributed systems 

primarily share data, data storage devices, and output devices. However sharing of computational 

resources is limited. In such systems, it is possible that some processors are heavily loaded while others 

are lightly loaded, which results in a poor overall performance of the system. 

Load balancing attempts to improve the performance of a distributed system by using the 

processing power of the entire system to 'smooth out' periods of high congastion at individual 

processors. This is achieved by transferring some of the workload of a congesteel processor to other 

(lightly-loaded) processors. 

Two major load balancing strategies can be distinguished. The first strategy uses information 

about the average behaviour of the system, ignoring the current system state, and is termed static load 

balancing. Numerous static load balancing algorlthms have been proposed [Bry 81, Chou 82, Wan 85). 

In the earllest formulations of the load balancing problem it was assumed that lnformation about the 

average execution times and communlcatlon requirements of all tasks In the system were known 

beforehand. Tasks were allocated determlnlstically to processors, so that the total time to process all 

tasks was minimlzed [ Sto 77, Sto 78, Bok 79 ). More recently, techniques have been developed to find 

the optima! probabilistic asslgnment [ Chou 82 , Tan 85 ). The second load balancing strategy is 

dynamic In the sense that it reacts to changes in the system state. Because a dynamic strategy 

continuously monitors the workload of the system, this workload can be distributed more efficiently using 

a dynamic strategy than using a static strategy. So far dynamic load balanclng strategies have received 

less attention than static strategles. 

In 1982 Livny et al. [ Uv 82 ] showed that In a network conslstlng of autonorneus processors 

there is a large probability that at least one processor Is ldle while tasks are queued at some other 

processor. This result clearly lndlcates the benefit of dynamic load balancing. In the literature a wide 

range of strategles has been proposed and tested using simulations. Dynamic load balancing strategies 

range trom slmple to complex in their acquisition and use of system state information. An advantage of 

a complex strategy Is that the full processing capscity of the system can be exploited constantly. A 

disadvantage of a complex strategy is the extra costs to acqulre more detailed system information. 

Another dlsadvantage Is that a complex strategy might behave unpredictably to lnaccuracies in the 

system informatlon this strategy Is more sensitive to changes In the system state. For the same reason 

the use of a complex strategy mlght result In an Instabie system. lf one processor Is ldle while others 

are heavily loaded, it Is posslble that all processors find out about the ldle one withln a short period of 

time, and send some load to that processor. In the mean time that processor may receive local tasks 

as well. As a result a previously llghtly processor may become overloaded, and many of the jobs may 

have to be retransmitted. 

In a dynamlc load balanclng strategy, the workload of the system Is redlstributed among the 

available computational resources. Tasks that execute on a congesteel processor are transferred to more 

lightly loaded processors. The transfer of a task between processors Is referred to as process migrat ion. 
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Process migration is a tooi to be used by the laad balancing strategy, when and how this tooi is to be 

used Is to be declded by the strategy. A process migration facility can also be of use In other 

appllcatlons. Process migration can e.g. help to meet reai-time scheduling deadlines, or it can help in 

improving the fault tolerancy of the system. In many existing distributed systems, process migration is 

not provided by the oparating system, and no posslbilltles are provided to make modiflcations in order 

to implament process mlgratlon. Th is Is the reason why most load balanclng strategies have been tested 

using only simulations. The goal of thls research was to lmplement a process migration facility In a 

multlprocessor system In order to test dynamlc load balancing strategies in a real system. 

In section 2, various dynamic load balancing strategies are described. The main hardware and 

software aspects of the MP$030 system are discussed in section 3. The implementation of the process 

migration faclllty Is described In sectlon 4. Performance measurements of process migration in the 

MPS030 system are presenled In section 5. Flnally, In section 6, the results of the measurements are 

discussed and the concluslons of the paper are summarlzed. 
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Chapter 2. Dynamic Load Balancing 

In the literature a myriad of strategies and algorithms Is presented [ Cas 87, Eag 86a, Eag 86b, 

Hác 87 , Lin 87 , Ni 85 ). The most algorithms are only tested using simulations. Only a few algorithms 

are described in whlch a dynamic load balancing (DLB) strategy is implemenled in a multlprocessor 

system. Although the results of simulations certainly provide insight in the merlts of different DLB 

strategies, the best way to judge the behaviour of such algorithms Is to use them in a 'real' system. The 

bottleneck in taking the step from simulation to implementation is process migrat ion. A process migration 

facility requlres a substantial interterenee with the oparating system. In order to establlsh dynamic load 

balancing in a system, a feasible process migration facllity should be provided by the oparating system. 

In this section an overview is presented of the many DLB algorithms that are discussed in the 

literature. Also a concrete example of a DLB algorithm is described in detail. 

2.1 Dynamic Load Balanclng strategles 

Before several load balancing strategies are dlscussed, a specification has to be made about 

what exactly Is meant by 'load balancing'. When an amount of workload Is transporled from a heavily 

loaded processor to a lightly loaded processor, the system is balanced. lt should be noted that using 

a load balanclng algorithm does not lmply that all processors have the same workload. Although some 

( rather complex) algorithms strive for an equal worl<load on all processors, also algorithms are used that 

confine themselves to 'keeping idle processors busy'. Both are LB strategies, and in bath cases the 

workload of the system is balanced, although the dlstributlon may be quite different. Somatimes 'load 

sharing' is used instead of 'load balancing' to stress the fact that no actual 'balance' In the load 

distribution is pursued. 

As mentioned In section 1, two different LB strategies can be distlnguished, vlz. static and 

dynamic strategies. Static strategies are attractive because of their slmplicity: "transfer N tasks originating 

at processor X to processors Y and Z with probabllltles 0. 75 and 0.25". lt is obvious, though, that the 

efficiency of a static strategy Is limited because it does not react to the current state of the system (the 

state of the system is determlned by the dlstribution of actlve processes and queued processes among 

the processors in the system). At the moment that the deelsion about transferring tasks Is made, 

processor Y may be so heavily loaded that Z Is a much superior choice, or both Y and Z may be so 

congested that processing the tasks at processor X is preferable. Dynamic strategies respond to the 

actual state of the system, and therefore avoid unnecessary congestion. However, since dynamic 

strategies must collect and react to system lnformation, they are necessarlly more complex than static 

strategies. Although dynamic strategies are more complex, they perform better than static strategies, 

provided that the overhead caused by gatharing the system information Is not excesslve. The discussJon 

of the properties of varlous strategies will apply particularly to dynamic load balancing strategies. 

Strategies that may be used to balance the workload of a system may be divided into different 
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groups. The first division is based upon process placement [ Hác 87 ). 

1 - The load (processes) are placed by the user; the user determines which processor will 

execute a process. 

2 - Processas are placed by the oparating system. When a new process Is created the OS 

datermlnes on whlch processor lt wlll run (thls Is not necessarily the processor the 

process was asslgned to in flrst instance). 

3 - Process migration by the operatlng system (OS). The OS may migrate a process (during 

executlon) to another processor. 

The second divlslon Is based upon the Initiator to redistribute the workload of the system [ Eag 86b ). 

There are three posslbilitles: 

a - Heavlly loaded processors search for llghtly loaded processors In order to transfer an 

amount of work to them. Thls strategy Is called a 'sender (source) lnitiative' strategy. 

b - Llghtly loaded processors search for heavily loaded processors in order to take over 

some load. Such a strategy Is referred to as a 'receiver (server) initiative' strategy. 

c - Llghtly loaded processors search for heavlly loaded processors, but only take over tasks 

that are not belng executed yet. They 'reserve' an arriving task on the heavily loaded 

processor. This is called a reservatlon strategy. 

In algorithms that use sender initlative strategies, process placement Is of major lmportance. Before a 

(heavily loaded) processor starts the executlon of a new process, a deelsion Is made whether the 

process is to be executed locally or on a remote processor. In receiver lnitiative strategies, process 

migration plays an Important role: when a processor wants to take over a process from another 

processor, this process mlght be In executlon. Thls Implies that a running process has to be moved from 

one processor to another, thls Is called process migration. In a reservation strategy, newly arriving tasks 

(which were 'reserved') are belng transferred. One mlght expect that the latter strategy, that combines 

the benefits of receiver lnltlatlve strategles (which wiJl be dlscussed later) with the avoidanee of the cost 

of transferring executlng tasks, Is a useful one. lt appears however, that thls strategy Is not very efficient. 

Even an optimlstlc evalustion of the reservatlon strategy prediets unsatlsfactory performance [ Eag 86b 

]. For this reason only receiver initiative strategies and sender lnitiative strategies will be dealt with in 

discussing different LB strategies. A reason for the unsatlsfactory performance of the reservation strategy 

Is that the processor that reserves the newly arrlvlng task does not know when this task wiJl arrive. At 

the moment the task arrives, the system state may have changed significantly, and executing the task 

at the 'reservlng' processor may not be beneticlal anymore. 

An advantage of a sender lnitlative strategy Is that the cost of (re)distributing load is relatlve 

small because no migration of executing tasks occurs. From simulations [ Lel 86 ] we may inter that 

process placement as well as process migration (although it lnvolves extra overhead) both Imprave the 

system performance compared to a situatlon In whlch no load balancing is attempted. Still more 

impravement Is provlded when placement and migration are used together, especlally as the number 

of processors involved increases. 

Whether a sender lnltlatlve strategy (placement) or a receiver lnltlative strategy (mlgratlon) 

performs better under certain clrcumstances may also be answered by uslng slmulatlon results. [ Wan 
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85, Eag 86b, Kru 88 ] have compared the behaviour of bath sender initiative strategies and receiver 

initiative strategies under different circumstances. lt appears from their simulations that sender initiative 

strategies are preferabie under light to moderate system loads. Receiver initiative strategies are 

preferabie under moderate to high system loads, provided that the cast of migrating a process is not 

excessively (in comparison with the average executlon times of processas in the system) [ Lel 86, Efe 

89 ]. This condition should not be overestimated; even if substantial overhead is Invalveel in process 

migratlon, it may be beneficia! to use a receiver lnltiative strategy ( Kru 88 ]. lt Is plausible that a receiver 

initiateel strategy perfarms better In a heavily loaded system: uslng a sender initiative strategy under 

these circumstances implies that heavily loaded processors, on top of executing their actual tasks, have 

to gather information about the system state, this merely increases their load. In a heavily loaded system 

a better salution Is that lightly loaded processors search for heavily loaded processors, since lightly 

loaded processors have suftielent time to gather lnformation. The system performance will not suffer very 

much from the extra casts Invalveel in problng varlous processors. In a lightly loaded system (nearly) 

all processors are able to gather informatlon about other processors. Under these clrcumstances a 

sender lnitiative strategy is the best alternative, because no process migration but process placement 

(which requires less overhead) Is lnvolved. 

As mentloned before, different LB strategies may strive for different goals in balancing a system. 

An algorithm that Is very complex and sophisticated may want to achleve a 'perfect balance' in the 

system. lt repeatedly probes all loads on all processors, it checks all queues, and it tries to 'look into 

the future' In order to preeliet In what way the system state will develop. Also, it makes a very refined 

deelsion on the redistrlbutlon (what laad? when? to (or from) which processor?). A different algorithm 

might occasionally look into the system to check whether processors are ldle, and if so, transport some 

load from another (randomly chosen) processor to the ldle processor (this algorithm Is commonly known 

as 'keeping ldle processors busy' algorlthm). Between those two extreme algorithms there are 

innumerable others. In makinga cholce for an algorithm that lies withinthese boundaries, agaln results 

gained by simulatlons might be useful. 

lt appears that, when the system Is lightly loaded, a 'perfect balance' algorithm as well as a 

'keeping idle processors busy' algorlthm perfarm about equally well. In a heavily loaded system the latter 

Is a better cholce ( Efe 89 ] . One might expect that lt Is useful to collect as much information a bout the 

current system state as posslble. This, however, is not true. Flrstly, the collectlon of detailed lnformation 

about the system demands much overhead. When thls overhead becomes toa large, laad balanclng 

merely degrades the system performance. Secondly, an algorithm may want to use 'all' system 

informatlon, but 1t Is just lmposslble to retrieve all system lnformatlon rlght on time, this Implies that there 

is always some Incomplete or Incorrect plece of lnforrnation. When declsions, based on this insuftielent 

information, are belng made, they might be not correct. In complex algorithms the posslbility of instability 

may arise. The algorithm notlees that processor X is loaded more heavily than processor Y, so lt 

transports a process trom X to Y. When the algorithm checks the situatlon agaln lt concludes that 

processor Y Is now the heavily loaded processor, and processor X Is lightly loaded, so the process is 

mlgrated back to X. Next time the algorlthm probes the system 1t sees the situatlon lt starteel wlth, and 

acts accordingly. Thls phenomenon is referred to as 'state woggling', andresultsin an unbounded series 
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of load redistributlons ('process trashing'). 

In deelding how 'refined' a LB algorlthm should be, one should keep in mind that a even slmple 

algorithm improves the system performance (compared to the situation in which noLBis applied), and 

that a very complex algorithm Is not necessarlly more efficlent than a simple algorithm [ Eag 86a ). 

2.2 lmplementation of Dynamlc Load Balanclng algorithms 

In this sectien a concrete load balancing algorithm will be presenteel in order to give insight to 

the properties of such an algorlthm. Flrst, some Issues will be discussed that occur when a 'simulation 

algorithm' is to be used In a 'real system'. After that, an example of an implementation of a DLB 

algorithm will be given. 

The first Item In Implamenting a DLB algorlthm In a real system Is the definitlon of 'processor 

load'. In simulations one may easily state that the load on processor X is 75% of the total capacity of 

X, the load on Y is 45% the capacity of Y etc. In a real sltuation a measure of the load of a processor 

has to be defined. There are several possibllitles to deflne such a measure. One may, for example use 

the length of the process queue of a processor as an lndlcation of lts load. Another possibility is to use 

the number of active processas on the processor In determinlng the processor load. lt is also possible 

to use the remaining execution time of the actlve process on a certain processor and use this 

information as a maasure of the processor load. Predictlng the execution time of a process Is impossible 

without actually running the process. However, an estimation can be made baseet on some measurable 

parameters. These parameters could lncludetlmedependentfactors (e.g. resourcedemands), instructien 

mixes, the number of processas on the processor, and eperating system implementations. Since the 

maasurement of load occurs quite often and the load reflects the current processor state, its calculation 

must be very efficient and effectlve. Thls rules out an exhaustive use of all parameters, even if their 

relativa lmportance Is known. lnstead a subset of the parameters must be used along with some heuristic 

to estimate the remalnlng process time. Examples of algorithms that make an estimation of the remainlng 

time ( Bry 81 ) are for example the memoryless method (which assumes that all jobs have the same 

expected remainlng time, Independent of the time used), and the pastrepeats method (this algorithm 

estlmates that the remalning time Is equal to the time used so far). A more refined method may be used 

when the dlstribution of process execution times Is known. The associated distri bution method estimates 

that the remaining time of a process Is the expected remalning time is a tunetion of the time already 

used. 

Another topic in implamenting a DLB algorithm Is the distinction that is to be made between 

lightly, moderately and heavily loaded processors. lt Is llkely to make such a distinctlon by relating the 

actual processor load to the processor capaclty. When thls ratio Is for example 0.9 one mlght say that 

the processor Is heavily loaded, and when lt Is 0.2 one could state that its load Is small. In order to make 

this distlnctlon, 'processor capacltv' should be defined flrst. Varleus definitions of processor capacity can 

be used. 

When lt Is obvlous which processors are 'heavily loaded' and which processors are not, the 
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question arises for what 'laad differences' it is beneficia! to establish laad balancing. When processor 

X has a laad of 40% and processor Y has a laad of 55% it might nat be very efficlent to redistribute the 

laad. lnstead of enhancing the performance, system performance may degrade because of the overhead 

involved In the redlstributlon, and because lnstabllity may arlse. Belng punctlllous In maklng an 

estimation of the laad of a processor will nat necessarily enhance the performance of the algorithm. The 

percentages used in the example are far toa preclse to be used In a practical situation. A simpte 

distlnctlon 'light-moderate-heavy' ar even 'light-heavy' wlll be suftielent In most cases. 

A last Issue in establishlng dynamlc laad balanclng Is the frequency of probing the system. An 

algorithm that probes the system frequently requires much processor time, and therefore will nat 

enhance the performance. On the ether hand, an algorithm that probes nat frequently will resembie static 

laad balancing. 

As an example of the lmplementation of a dynamlc laad balanclng algorithm In a distributed 

system a decentralized, receiver lnltlatlve algorithm Is descrlbed. The algorlthm Is based on an algorithm 

used for simulatlons [ Hác 87 ]. and Is sllghtly modlfled. A receiver initiatlve algorithm implies that lightly 

laaded processors search tor heavily laaded processors (see sectien 2.1 ). Each processor in the system 

executes lts own copy of the algorithm. The issues dlscussed in this sectien are also relevant in this 

case. Befare discussing the algorlthm the system laad Is defined, the frequency of problng the system 

Is defined and some variables are lntroduced. 

N, and L, denote the number of actlve processas and the number of processas In the process 

queue on the local processor, respectively. N, and L, denote the total number of actlve processas and 

the sum of the number of processas In process queues on all remote processors, respectively. NP 

denales the total number of processors In the system. The capacity of a processor Is the maximum 

length of a process queue on a processor and Is denoted by C. Thls value Is introduced to prevent the 

system trom being overlaaded. The system consistsof identical processors {a homogeneaus system), 

therefore the capacity Is ldentical for all processors. lf the number of active processas on a processor 

is equal to C, that processor is In the saturatlon state. When all processors are in the saturation state, 

then the system Is in the saturation state. The value of C has to be speelfled when the algorithm is 

invoked. 

In order to determine when actual laad redlstrlbution has to take place, a threshold T is 

introduced. The value of the threshold Is calculated dynamically and depends on the system laad. 

Threshold T Is defined as the ratio of the total number of active processes on all remote processors to 

the number of remote processors. lf the number of active processas on a processor Is greater than T, 

the processor Is heavily loaded, else the processor Is lightly loaded. 

In thls algorithm, the probe frequency of the algorithm and the frequency of the laad 

redistrlbutlon are the same, the frequency Is determlned by using an 'ldle time' in the algorithm. As staled 

befare a different amount of ldle time can slgniflcantly affect the result of laad balancing. A toa small 

amount of ldle time results In a significant overhead, and when the amount of idle time Is toa large, laad 

balanclng can become lneffectlve. In thls lmplementatlon the amount of ldle time is calculated 

dynamlcally. The ldle time t Is a functlon of the number of activa processas In the system, described by 

the relation 
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t( N1 , L1 , N,, L,) = K·( K1·N1 + N,) / ( L1 + L,) ( 1 ) 

where K and K1 are two constants, K1 > 1 and K > 0. The idle time is proportional to the number of 

active processes on the local processor and on remote processors. Constant K1 emphasizes the impact 

of N1 on the local algorithm. On the other hand, the ldle time is inversely proportional to the sum of the 

number of processes in the queues, since the algorithm tries to balance the system and to decrease the 

delay experienced by a user process due to waiting in the queues. In relation ( 1 ), L1+L, can be equal 

to zero, in this cüse the delay time t becomes infinite, no laad balancing is established when no 

processas are queued anywhere in the system (in a real system, a maximum t has to be introduced, 

otherwise the algorithm would come toa halt). Smallervalues of K cause lower delay, and largervalues 

cause lower overhead. 

The tormal description of the algorithm is given below (page 1 0) : 
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1- Obtain processor capacity C 

2- while true do 

3- Obtaln the number of activa processas and the length of the local process queue 

on the local processor as well as on the remote processors in the system I.e. 

N, , L, , N, , L, 

4- if the number of activa processas on the local processor N, ~ C then 

5- Be idle for t seconds 

6- else { the local processor Is not In the saturatlon state } 

7- Calculate threshold T = N, I ( NP - 1 ) 

8- if the number of activa processas on the local processor N, > T then 

{ the local processor Is heavlly loaded } 

9- Be ldle for t seconds 

1 0- else { the processor Is not heavily loaded } 

11- if the length of the local process queue on the local processor > 0 then 

{ the local process queue is not empty } 

12- Obtain the first process trom the local queue on the local processor 

and update thls queue 

13- Execute the user process concurrently with the LBA algorithm 

14- else { the local process queue Is empty } 

15- if there Is the most heavily loaded processor H and lts queue length 

L, > 0 then 

16- Obtain the first process from the local process queue on processor 

H and update this queue 

17- Migrata the process to the local processor and execute it 

18- else { there Is na heavlly loaded processor In the system } 

19- Be ldle for t seconds 

20- fl 

21- fl 

22- fi 

23- fi 

24- od 

25- end. 

Note that when the algorlthm Is lnitlated step 1 Is executed only once, and then the monitor 

constantly runs from step 2 to step 24. 
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Chapter 3. The MPS030 environment 

This sectlon provides background on the MPS030 system, particularly those aspects that apply 

to process mlgratlon. The MPS030 system Is a dlstrlbuted homogeneaus multiprocessor system 

developed at the department of Physlcs at the Univarsity of Technology of Eindhoven. The MPS030 

system Is deslgned to serve as a testbed to do research on dlstrlbuted debugging, distributed dynamic 

reai-time schedullng strategles, dynamlcally reconflgurable lnterconnectlon networks and dynamic load 

balanclng. Other appllcations of the system are the use In reai-time data-processing and control of 

physics experlments, and slmulatlons of neural networks. A reai-time multitasking operatlng system 

kemel is provlded that Jncludes features tor efficlent Jnterprocess communlcatlon and multiprocessor 

process synchronlzatlon. In thls sectlon the hardware and software architecture of the MPS030 system 

are described. 

3.1 The MPS030 system architecture 

The major starting-polnts In deslgnlng the hardware architecture were parallellsm and fault

tolerancy ~lth emphasis on flexlbllity and expandabllity. The MPS030 system uses general purpose 

modules (e.g. memory and computer modules), which makes lt easy to reeantigure the system. The 

computer module in the MPS030 system uses a 32 bits Motorola MC68030 microprocessor [ Mot 87 ] . 

A computer bus lnterconnects the processor to lts private memory. The private memory is a 2 Mbyte 

static RAM, whlch Is used e.g. for a local copy of the operating system kemel, the translation table tree 

of the memory management unit and the process stacks. Several computer modules and shared 

memory modules (16 Mbyte dual ported DRAM) are lnterconnected by a cluster bus to form a cluster. 

The main advantages of the bus lnterconnectlon are the low cost involved and the possibility to easily 

modify the hardware system contiguration by addlng or removlng several modules. lt should be noted 

however that the bus interconnectlon Is only approprlate tor relatively small systems since the shared 

bus may become saturated In larger systems. Therefore, the number of computer and memory modules 

that can be lnterconnected by the cluster bus Is llmited. At the next level a system bus lnterconnects 

several clusters formlng a node. Each node contalns a system controller to monitor the behaviour of the 

multiprocessor node. The hardware architecture of the system controller is ldentical to that of the 

computer module except tor the presence of additlonal facllities for the arbitration of the system bus. The 

system controller coordinates the arbitratlon of the system bus. The number of processors in a node is 

llmited In order not to degrade the overall system performance by bus contention. The expandability 

objectlve Is not vlolated however, since nodes can be lnterconnected by means of a local area network. 

In principle the system can be lnflnitely extended uslng a hlerarchy of these local area networks. A 

schematic overview of the system Is glven In Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: A schematic overview of the MPS030 system. 

Interprocessor communication within the multiprocessor node may be established by using 

system bus interrupts. This however, has limited efficiency because the effective bus bandwidth is 

decreased by interrupt handling. Therefore the computer modules are equipped with two dedicated 32-

bit hardware communication registers for interprocessor communication both via the system bus and 

via the cluster bus. These registers serve as Input registers for a computer module. A processor can 

write a 32-bit frame directly lnto the communication register of the target module. When the frame is 

placed in the communication register a local interrupt is generateel to attract the attention of the 

processor. A more detailed description of the MPS030 system can be found in [Dijk 90a ]. 

3.2 Software architecture 

The MPS030 system will be used for reai-time data-processing and control of physics 

experiments. For that applicatlon a distributed reai-time oparating system kemel has been designed. The 

kemel is referred to as distributed because its facilities can be used uniformly and transparently across 

the complete system. The software is based on a multi-tasking oparating system kemel. On top of that, 

the kemel provides features for tightly-coupled multiprocessor process synchronization (semaphores and 

events) and message-passing based on rendez-vous synchronization for interprocess communication 

[ Dijk 90b]. 

A MPS030 processIs shown In Figure 3.2. A process conslsts of the program being executed, 

tagether with the process user stack, supervisor stack and data. A process descriptor contains 

supplementary information about the process, e.g. the priority, the process name, the stack pointers and 

a pointer to the message buffer. Each process also has a message buffer that can be used to transfer 

massages. A process In the system is identified by a unique process identifier. Process identifiers consist 
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Figure 3.2 : A process In the MPS030 system. 

of a node number, a cluster number, a processor number and a locally unique identifier. Uslng explicit 

fields for node number, cluster number and processor number allows the distributed generation of 

process identifiers and an efficlent mapping from process ldentifier to system address. In particular, it 

Is very efficient to determlne whether a process ldentifler Is local or remote. 

Since a process identifler contains lnformatlon about the location of the process within the 

system, the process ldentifier changes when a process mlgrates from one processor to another. When 

a process trles to communicate with the process that has been mlgrated, it will send lts message to the 

processor where the process was running before 1t was mlgrated, because the old process identifier is 

used. In order to establish communicatlon after process mlgratlon, message torwarding may be used 

[ Pow 83 ]. After the process has been mlgrated, a torwarding address is left at the souree processor 

polntlng towards the destlnatlon processor. When a message Is recelved for a process that has been 

migrated, the torwarding address Is used to transfer the message to the new processor. Simply 

torwarding messages Is a suftlelent mechanlsm to ensure correct interprocess communication after a 

process has been migrated. However, the motivation for process migration Is to lmprove system 

performance. Routing messages through another processor will degrade the performance. When a 

dynamic load balanclng algorlthm Is used, many process migratlans will occur; a certain process may 

be mlgrated saveral times. A process that has been mlgrated more than once will create a 'chaln' of 

torwarding addresses. lt Is obvlous that In such a situatlon lnterprocess communicatlon wlll become very 

lnefficient, and using torwarding addresses after process migration may even degrade the system 

performance. Another way to retaln lnterprocess communlcation after migration is to use a name server; 

a name server establishes correct communlcatlon between processas by mapping unique process 

narnes to system addresses. 

In the MPS030 system, mailboxes are used for communlcation. Two types of processas can be 

connected to a mailbox, vlz. sending processas and receiving processes. Each mailbox has a unique 

~- A process that wants to establish a conneetion to the mailbox has to 'know' thls key. A mailbox can 

be placed vlrtually anywhere in the system. lt can reside In the private memory of a computer module 
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on which a sending andjor a recelvlng process runs, tt can be placed on a 'third' processor, or a 

mailbox may be resident in common memory. 

Aftera mailbox has been created, varleus processas can make conneetlens to the mailbox. In 

order to establish a connection, knowledge of the key Is suftielent A mailbox server provides for the 

mapping of the key to the mailbox location. The conneetion between a mailbox and a process Is called 

a QQ!:t. Two different types of ports are distinguished viz. sender-ports (connectlons with sending 

processes) and recelver-ports (connections wlth recelvlng processes). A sending process transfers a 

message lnto the mailbox by uslng the SendToPort function. This message can be received by another 

process using the RecelveFromPort function. lt should be noted here that neither the sending process, 

nor the receivlng process has to use the locatlon of the process 1t Is communlcatlng wlth. 

lf a recelvlng process uses RecelveFromPort, and there Is no message present In the mailbox, 

the state of thls process remalns REGElVING until a message Is placed in the mailbox by a sending 

process. On the other hand, if a process has sent a message, but no process has used ReceiveFromPort 

yet, and lt wants to send a new massage, the state of the sending process becomes 

BLOCKED _ON_ SEND until the first message Is received by some process (note that In this way the use 

of mailboxes provides a mechanism for multlprocessor process synchronization). 

As stated before, knowied ge of the locations of the processas one is communicating with is not 

necessary. This means that there are no consequences when a sending, or receiving process is migrated 

from one processor to another. Neither the migrated process, nor the other processas notlee any 

difference intheir communication structures after the migration. In Figure 3.3 a schematic drawing of a 

mailbox and lts conneetlens Is presented. 
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Fi~1ure 3.3 : A mailbox and its connections. 
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Chapter 4. Process miaration In the MPS030 system 

In sectlon 2 varlous dynamlc load balanclng algorithms are sketched. Some load balancing 

strategies (receiver-initlative strategies) use process mlgration. In order to implament dynamic load 

balancing In a system it Is necessary that a process migration facility is available. Because a process 

migration facillty has to be avallable, only a few DLB algorithms have been implemenled in a real system 

while many simulations of dynamic load balanclng have been made. 

Process migration Is defined as the raiocation of a process from the processor on which it is 

executing (the souree processor) to another processor (the destlnatlon processor) in a distributed 

system. Process migration Is an lnvoluntary oparation that may be lnitiated without the knowied ge of the 

migrating process, or any processas lnteracting with it. ldeally, all processas continue executlon with no 

apparent changes in their computation or communications. Figure 4. 1 shows the effect of process 

migration. 
BEFOAE MIGRATION AFTER MIGRATION 

Figure 4.1 : Migration of a process trom souree processor to destinat/on processor. P is the migrating 

process, a .. g are other processas in the system. The lines drawn between the processas represem 

communieat/on links. The migration is lnvlsible to P and lts communication partners. The processas 

name thelr links the same after migration as before, and they see no change in message flow. 

Migration is difflcult to design and lmplement. The migration routine must rellably and efficlently 

detach a process from lts souree environment, transfer it with lts context, and attach it to a new 

environment on the destinatlon machine, not only maklng the new location of the process transparent 

toother processes, but also performlng the transition without affecting the progress of the process. In 

many systems, some parts of the system Interact with process In a location-dependent way, this means 

that the system Is not free to move a process at any point In time. Other problems arlse because the 

state of a process Is dlstributed among a number of tables In the system, this makes it hard to extract 

that lnformatlon from the souree processor and create correspondlng entries on the destination 

processor. Although process migration Is a rather compllcated operation, lt has been successfully 

Implemenled Insome multlprocessor systems [ Dou 87, Pow 83, The 85, Art 89 ]. 
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Thls sectien discussas the process migration mechanlsm that has been implemented In the 

MPS030 system. The migration facility Is avallable on all processors In the system. The routine call 

Migrate( pid , pn ) results In the migration of the process with process identifier pid to the destination 

processor number pn (note that pid contalns the number of the souree processor, therefore it Is not 

necessary to specity this number expllcitly In the routine call). Thus, after the deelsion has been made 

to mlgrate a certain process, the DLB algorithm simply calls this routine. The Migrate routine perfarms 

the following steps (as shown In Figure 4.2). 

1 - Intermation about the locatlon of the code, the data, and the stacks of the processis gathered. 

Thls Intermation Is static In the sense that it does not change durlng the executlon of the 

process. 

2- The processIs suspended and lts state becomes MIGRATING. Suspension Is established by 

setting a 'suspended flag' in the process descriptor. When the suspended flag is set the process 

state is unaltered. Setting the suspended flag prevents the process trom belng scheduled. 

3- On the destination processor, a process Is created that has the same name and priority as the 

original process. lt should be noted that process creatlon yields a new process ldentifier and a 

new process descriptor. Also room Is reserved for the stacks of the new process. 

4- Room is reserved for the code and data of the new process. 

5- The process descriptor is copied to the process on the destination processor. The process 

descriptor contalns lnformatlon essential to the process, e.g. the process state, the process 

priority, the process stack pointer, connections with mailboxes. 

6- The common memory Is used for copylng the code, data and stacks of the process. In the case 

of process migration a substantlal amount of lnformation has to be transferred trom one process 

toanother (code, data, stacks and the message buffer). First the Intermation Is copied trom lts 

original locatlon to a page In the common memory (this is a memory page whlch can be 

accessed by both the souree and the destlnatlon processor). Aft er that the information Is copled 

trom the page in the common memory to the memory space of the new process. 

7- The message buffer of the processIs copled to the new process using the 'intermediate' page 

In the common memory. 

8- The process memory pages are copled into the destinatlon process. The code, data, user stack 

and supervisor stack are copied page by page. A memory page (1024 bytes) Is flrst copied to 
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the intermediale page in the camman memory, and after that, the intermediale page is copied 

to the memory space of the destinatlon process. 

Memory copying is completed; the intermediale page is released. 

10- All mailbox conneetlans with the old process are changed into conneetlans with the new 

process. 

11- The original process is removed from the souree processor, all space for memory and tables 

is released. 

12- The execution of the process on the destination processor Is continueel In the same state it was 

in befare migration. The process has been mlgrated. 

The process migration routine has been tested thoroughly with various processas in different 

execution states and different communlcatlon structures. First 'blocked' processas have been migrated, 

after that, the migration of processas in the process queue ('ready' processes), the migration of active 

("current") processes, and the migration of sending and receiving processas has been tested. Various 

process sizes (a memory slze from 4 Kbyte up to 130 Kbyte) have been used. The number of 

communicatlon channels of the migrating process was varled from 0 to 20. After migration the processas 

continueel exactly in the state they were befare migration, and the communication between all processas 

In the system was nat allered in any way. 

The migration routine is called uslng a remote procedure call to a migration server process. This 

mechanlsm provides the transparent use of the migration routine on any processor In the multiprocessor 

system. 
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Chapter 5. Performance measurements 

In this section, performance measurements of process migration in the MPS030 system are 

presenteet Statistles are colleeled for simple programs that perfarm a large number of process 

migratlans in a tight loop. The total elapsed time dlvlded by the number of migrations ylelds an estimate 

for an lndlvldual migration of a process. In Flgure 5.1 the results from these measurements are 

presented. 

Process migration conslsts of gatharing the lnformation of a process and of transferring the 

vlrtual space of a process from the souree to the destlnation processor. The time to mlgrate a process 

(in milliseconds) Tm19, Is: 

( 2 ) 

where T0 is the time (in ms) to gather the process lnformation, and sendit to the new process. T1 is the 

time to transfer 1 Kbyte from the souree processor to the destination processor, and S is the vlrtual 

process size in Kbytes. The virtual process slze is deflned as the sum of the code slze, the data size, the 

supervisor stack slze, and the user stack slze. 

The results of fitting the experimental data points for 32 different virtual process spaces, using 

a least-squares fit, are for T0 = 33.80 ± 0.20 ms, and T1 = 6.49 ± 0.01 ms. 

lt Is rather difficult to campare the performance of the process migration routine in MPS030 with 

results publlshed for other implementations because each uses a different computer, and each system 

uses different process structures. To providesome form of comparison, however, some formulas for 

migration times In other systems are presented. From the literature migration times In Sprite (Sun-3 

workstatlons) [ Dou 87 ), the V-System (Sun-2 workstations, with 68010 processors, connected via a 10 

Mbit Ethernet LAN) [ The 85 ), Charlotte (20 VAX-11/750 machines, connected by a Pronettoken ring) 

[ Art 89 ) , and In Accent (Perq workstatlons) [ Zay 87 ] . All migration times satisfy the relation T mlgr = 

o:·S + 13, where T mlgr Is the migration time In milllseconds, and S Is the virtual process space in Kbytes. 

Tsprlte = 3.63·S + 190 

Tv= &S + 80 

T Cherl = 6. 1·S + 46.7 

TAccent = 115·S + 1180 

The migration times In the various systems are presenled in Flgure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 : Time used tor migration In various systems. The errors In the measurements on the MPS030 

system are smaller than the symbols in the graph (typically about 0.5 ms). 

The time to mlgrate a process from one processor to snother Is not only dependent of the 

process slze, but it Is also dependent of the number of communication channels of the process. 

( 7 ) 

where T2 is the time needed to change one conneetion to a mailbox of the original process to the new 

process, and Mis the number of conneetlans to the mailbox (the number of ports). The results of fitting 

the experimental data points of two different virtual process spaces and six different numbers of ports 

is T2 = 0.65 ± 0.01 ms. In Figure 5.2 these measurements are presented. The time to migrata a process 

from a souree processor to a destlnatlon processor Is: 

T mlgr = 33.80 + 6.49-S + 0.65·M ( 8 ) 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and discussion 

Load balancing strategies attempt to enhance the performance of the system by distributing the 

workload equally among the avallable computatlonal resources. A dynamic load balancing strategy 

reacts to the actual stat~ of the system during executlon, and when congastion occurs at some heavily 

loaded processor, processas executing at that processor are migrated toa lightly loaded processor. 

Dynamic load balancing has been described frequently In the literature. Many analytica! and 

simulation moelels can be found. However, only a few lmplementations of dynamlc load balanclng and 

process migration In a real system are described. 

In the MPS030 multlprocessor system, efficlent communication between processas has been 

established using ports and mailboxes. The mechanism of ports and mailboxes provides a locatlon

independent communicatlon facillty. This implies that when a process mlgrates from one processor to 

another, the communlcatlon structure remalns unchanged. 

A process migration faclllty has been lmplemented successfully In the MPS030 system. 

Performance measurements of process migration yleld results that are comparable to results of other 

process migration facllltles described In the llterature. The time to mlgrate a process from one processor 

to another conslsts of the time to gather the process lnformation, the time to transfer the vlrtual address 

space of the process, and the time to change the connectlons of the process to mailboxes. An 

expertmental relatlon has been fltted for the process migration time. Thls process migration facility 

provides a base for dolng research on dynamic load balancing algorlthms in a real multiprocessor 

system. 
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